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Melee combat leveling guide osrs

Welcome to our old skill training guide in RuneScape. In this guide we will review all the different skills in RuneScape and how to level them as soon as possible, both for members and F2P players. If you are looking for ways to train while you want money, check out our OSRS money guide for more advice! Body / Combat Training at OSRS Melee is
any combat-based skill and includes attack, defense, stroke and strength points. OSRS F2P Melee / Combat Training Training Level 1-10 F2P and Member Members / Numbering Compassing Cows, Elves and Chickens can be found throughout Lumbridge Castle and will take it around level 10. Level 10 -20 F2P Melee / Combat Forming Rats: To the
south of Lumbridge Castle you will find the Lumbridge swamp. Here F2P players can fight against rats to reach level 20. Level 20-30 F2P Melee / Combating Training al-Kharid Warriors in the east and west rooms in the palace of Al Kharid. Barbarians in the village Bárbaro west of Varrock Giant frogs in Lumbrigree SWAMP level 30-50 F2P Melee /
Combating Training Hill Giants at Edgeville Dungeons. He enters the house towards the northeast of the Bárbara village. You will need a brass key that you can get from the Great Bag. Or you can get the wrench from the dungeon entering from Edgeville. The meat trackers and zombies at the second level of security strength are good XP for the 40+
player level. Hobgoblins are also a good option for these levels. Level 50-70 F2P Melee / Combat Training Moss Giants in Varrock The sewers are good for leveling. Use the chain armor and a bar gun. The ice giants are a good alternative to the giant mosses. They can be found in the Ice Mazmorra of Asgarnia, in the northwestern part of the desert.
Level 70-99 F2P Melee / From combat Giant scratches in security fortress are the best XP for these F2P levels. The warriors of the Office and the Chaman of the Office in the Corsair Cove dungeon are good for level 80+. Members of OSRS Mejero / Comprehension of understanding House of house house 1-30 members can make the Banderfall Quest
BY by A Almera at home northeast of Baxtorian Falls. This will take you to attack and reduce level 30 and the level of combat to 22. Level 1-10 Melee Melee / Combating Capacity Cows, Goblins and Chickens can be found throughout Lumbridge Castle and will take it Level Level 10. Level 10-60 Melee Melee / Combat Formation of ammonites crabs on
the island Fossil. It requires the completion of the search search borses. (! AFK!) Rock crabs north of Rellekka and Waterbirt Island. (!Afk!) Sand crabs south of the house of Hosidius, the island of Crabclaw and the Crabclaw caves. (! AFK!) 20+ Warriors al-Kharid at the Al-Kharid Palace. More than 30 druid chaos in the Dungeon Tower or Edgeville
Druid Chaos Druid. 40+ Giants Moss in Catacombs of Kourend Level 60-99 Members Members Body / Combat Northern Zone north of Yanille. Yak in Neitiznot 80+ Reventant in the Revenant caves. 90+ Rune Dragons in Lithkren Vault If you have any questions about the Old Melee / Combat training question, let us know in the comments below! See
the source This article provides information about effective ways of training the attack, force, defense and strokes through the body to body combat. This guide is organized in sections based on skill levels. For example, if the header of the section is levels of 20 to 30, you should start training in the area with an attack and strength level of at least 20.
It is also preferred that the defense is at that level , but it is not always required. The lower defense solution is to bring more food, or use foods that heal more. General Notes of Training The search for the waterfall will give you both 30 attacks and resistance if it is completed in level combat 3. The force can be trained without training Hitpoints with
a barbera fishing. The defense can be trained using old magicks in Longrange or Chinchompas in a long fuse Maniac monkeys to get more experience per hour than the use of body to body. Once completed, the recipe for disaster search gives access to the gloves of culinaromancer, which significantly increase the offensive precision. Players canThe
tasks of layers to train Slayer while simultaneously training combat statistics. This also allows players to use the very powerful Slayer helmet, which significantly increases the damage and accuracy of the melee, to fight more efficiently monsters and gain faster experience. This combined with the murder that gives access to many monsters and highgain patterns means that most high-level players looking for gains or max their account should train killer instead of fighting monsters on this list, which will be mostly high-experienced but low-gain monsters. When fighting dangerous monsters it is suggested to bring a teleportation tablet or if its magic level is high enough, teleportation runs to
escape quickly. Note that a tablet can be clicked more easily from your inventory and takes less space than runes for a teleporto spell. Choosing equipment Items will be listed in order to increase the general damage of the melee per second. In almost all cases, optimizing offensive statistics is more effective than optimizing defensive or balanced
statistics, especially when combating low-profit and high-pressure monsters on this list. In addition, optimizing force is generally better than optimizing precision, except against monsters of high defense. Themes of the main section Serpentine helm Helm de neitiznot Berserker helm Obsidian helm The four of these items provide the same power
bonus of +3, so choose between them based on their other statistics such as their defense or availability. Note that these force start helmets are almost always better than helmets that only provide precision, such as the Guerrero helmet, for general training. Also note that when Slayer training, a helm Slayer (orBlack) will always provide the greatest
increase in damages to any of these. Capa-slot items in order of efficiency Infernal Layer Fire Layer Mythic Layer If the player does not have access to any of these, the obsidian layer can be used instead due to their moderate defense premiums, however, it isincrease the damage. Items from the neck groove in order of effectiveness when fighting the
undead monsters and not using a murder helmet, the cave amulet and its improved version, the cave amulet (E) are the best elements of the neck slot. Articles of torso in order of effectiveness POPTANICAL BANDS, CUCTURATION TORSE * BODO DISCUERDO DE LOS PLACO * Both of these articles provide the same strength bonus, but the
bandboard has many better defenses. Shield slots in order of effectiveness * By fighting the dragons, a Dragonfire shield is the best burro element with body to body due to its ability to block Dragonfire while it has high resistance and defense bonds. However, if protection against fire and high defense is not required, defenders are better because of
their precision bonuses. ** As defenders require access to the warrior guild and, therefore, a combined level of attack and strength of 130 (e.g., level 65 in both), the TOKTZ-KET-XIL should be used until that requirement is met. Items of leg slots in order of effectiveness Bandos Tassets Obsidian Platelegs Hands-tragamonedes Slot articles in order of
effectiveness Ring slot items in order of effectiveness Rings must be impregnated in the nightmare zone as soon as possible. Also note that the warrior, tyrannical and traitorous rings only benefit a style of attack each, while the Berserker ring benefits all the combat body to body. If the player can't pay any of these rings, a wealth ring is a decent
alternative to help improve the rolls of the rare drop table and collect coins, but does not increase damage. Choice of arms Some standardsWhen choosing a weapon in almost all cases, choose a weapon with an attack speed of 6 (2.4 interval of 2.4 seconds) will be the best option to deal with the highest damage per second. The most slow weapons
almost always give less experience in general, even if they do more damage. The vulnerability of monsters can cause certain weapons to perform better than their statistics suggest. For example, most of the dragons are weak to appute, which makes the More DÃ © Bil Zamorakian is up to be a better option than the Abisal Latigo to fight against them.
Check the wiki page of a monster to see your defensive bonuses and consider choosing a weapon that is weak. Training weapons in order of effectiveness * Note: All hand weapons in this table will show their statistics as if they were paired with a dragon defender, due to two-hand weapons that have the disadvantage of not being able to use one . It is
much more feasible for most players to obtain a dragon defender compared to the expensive avadon defender, so it is chosen for this list, however, if you have access to one, use. If you do not have access to a shield at all, as if you do not want to risk an additional article in the desert or even unlocked the requirements for any discharge equipment,
certain double-handed weapons as the Saradomin sword is worthwhile Use it because they lack the cost of opportunity, they usually incur. The weapons that appear here with less than 60 level requirements will not include the bonuses of an advocate, since it is unlikely that someone who uses one of these low-level weapons has access to one due to
130 attack force requirement +. As stood above, players with 60 defense without access to defenders must be using the Toktz-Ket-Xil. Ã, Weapon name requirements Primary attack style is mainly used to train the attack and strength bonus (with Dragon Defender, if applicable) GHRAZI RAPER 75 Attack Stab notes All statistics +119 Stab +95
Fortaleza This is the weapon Effective body training for all individual skills. In addition, it is not degraded, unlike the Abisal Tenthll. However, given its extreme rarity and only a slight improvement over other weapons, it is unfeasible for most players. Abisal Tentica 75 Attack Slash Attack, Defense +114 Slash +92 While it is the second strongest
weapon in the game, the high cost of attacking the tentacle makes it to training. abissal attack whip 70 70Attack, Defense, All Statistics in Controlled +106 Slash +82 Force This is the most common training weapon, especially considering its affordability. The Lailigo is the second most strong attack and defense training weapon in the game. The use
of this weapon in controlled is a very efficient way to reach 99 attacks, strength and â €
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